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Natural Draft Cooling Towers Manufacturer India

The Natural draft cooling towers are particularly pretty as a cost-saving solution for power
plants and other industrial plants requiring larger quantities of cooling water. Natural Draft
cooling tower operates without fans and Fills, the large amount of electric power or else
required for large cooling tower systems is not required.
The mandatory cooling air is pass on through the tower by natural draft henceforth neither fan
nor fan power is required for these kind of Cooling Solution. No maintenance required like
other Wet (or) Dry Cooling Towers. By using of Non clock nozzle are easy to cleaning reqduce
spillage and evaporation loss. Hot Dipped Galvanized Structural's and S.S.fasteners increase the
lifetime as well as the efficiency of the cooling tower it can be installed for any range of cooling
application.
Features and Functions of Natural Draft Cooling Towers
Natural Draft Cooling Tower especially hold attraction as solution for saving costs for large
industrial plants and power stations; that require large amounts of cooling water.
The needed cooling air is transported to the tower with the help of natural draft. Hence there is
no necessity for fan or fan power. It is also used for the release of treated exhaust gas. It also
implies that there is no need of gas reheating or chimney. PVC Fills, motor, fan are not required
by Natural Draft Cooling Towers. FRP Louvers that are specially designed aerodynamically,
minimize evaporation loss and spillage.
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